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Abstract In categorical data analysis, several regression models have been proposed
for hierarchically-structured response variables, e.g. the nested logit model (McFadden
et al., 1978). But they have been formally defined for only two or three levels in the hi-
erarchy. Here, we introduce the class of partitioned conditional generalized linear models
(PCGLMs) defined for any numbers of levels. The hierarchical structure of these models
is fully specified by a partition tree of categories. Using the genericity of the (r, F, Z)
specification, the PCGLM can handle nominal, ordinal but also partially-ordered response
variables.
Keywords: hierarchically-structured categorical variable, partition tree, nominal vari-
able, ordinal variable, partially-ordered variable, GLM specification.
1 Introduction
Categorical data are often based on a hierarchical structure. Although this may seem
natural for partially-ordered or even ordinal data, it still makes sense for nominal data.
Several partitioned conditional regression models have been proposed in different applied
fields, including econometrics, medicine and psychology. The most well-known is the
nested logit model, introduced by McFadden et al. (1978) in econometrics for qualitative
choice (i.e. nominal categories). In the same field, Morawitz and Tutz (1990) introduced
the two-step model to take account of hierarchy among ordinal choices. This model is also
used in medicine when ordered categories can be decomposed into coarse and fine scales
(Tutz, 1989). The partitioned conditional model for partially-ordered set (POS-PCM)
was introduced in medicine by Zhang and Ip (2012).
Compared to simple regression models for categorical data, e.g. the multinomial logit
and the odds proportional logit models, partitioned conditional models capture several
latent mechanisms. The event {Y = j} is decomposed into several steps corresponding to
the latent hierarchical structure, with these steps being potentially influenced by different
explanatory variables. This approach leads to more flexible models with often a better
fit and an easier step-by-step interpretation. In this chapter we introduce the directed
trees as the main tool used to formalize the hierarchical structure among categories.
Until now, partitioned conditional models have been formally defined only for two or
three levels in the hierarchy. Furthermore, they all assume that the hierarchical structure
among the categories is a priori known. Our first contribution is to use directed trees
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to specify the hierarchical structure. This enables us to define partitioned conditional
models for an arbitrary number of levels. Moreover, using the genericity of the (r, F, Z)
specification - see Peyhardi et al. (2014) - we develop an extended class of partitioned
conditional models for nominal, ordinal but also partially-ordered data. Finally, in the
case of ordinal data, instead of considering that the hierarchical structure is known a
priori, we propose to recover it.
The (r, F, Z) specification of a GLM for categorical data is reviewed in section 2, and
partition trees are defined. We use these two main building blocks to define and estimate
the class of partitioned conditional GLMs.
Sections 3, 4 and 5 extend three existing hierarchically-structured models, revisiting
them with the proposed partitioned conditional GLM framework. These three sections
focus respectively on the nested logit model for nominal data, the two-step model for
ordinal data and the POS-PCM for partially-ordered data. Section 4 also describes a
model selection procedure for ordinal data, derived from the indistinguishability proce-
dure described by Anderson (1984), which selects the partition tree and the explanatory
variables at the same time.
This procedure is illustrated in section 6 using the back pain prognosis example previ-
ously analysed by Anderson (1984). Our methodology for partially-ordered data is then
illustrated using a pear tree example.
2 Partitioned conditional GLMs
This section briefly outlines the (r, F, Z) specification of a GLM for categorical data
and its estimation; see Peyhardi et al. (2014) for more details. The partition tree is
then defined in order to specify the hierarchical structure among categories. Finally, we
introduce the class of partitioned conditional GLMs and describe the estimation of such
models.
2.1 (r,F,Z) specification of GLM for categorical data
The definition of a GLM includes the specification of a link function g which is a diffeo-
morphism from M = {pi ∈ ]0, 1[J−1|∑J−1j=1 pij < 1} to an open subset S of RJ−1. This
function links the expectation pi = E[Y |X=x] and the linear predictor η = (η1, ..., ηJ−1)t.
It also includes the parametrization of the linear predictor η, which can be written as
the product of the design matrix Z (as a function of x) and the vector of parameters β
(Fahrmeir and Tutz, 2001). All the classical link functions g = (g1, . . . , gJ−1) described
in the literature (Agresti, 2002; Tutz, 2012), rely on the same structure which we propose
to write as
gj = F
−1 ◦ rj, j = 1, . . . , J − 1. (1)
where F is a continuous and strictly increasing cumulative distribution function (cdf)
and r = (r1, . . . , rJ−1)t is a diffeomorphism from M to an open subset P of ]0, 1[J−1.
Finally, given x, we propose to summarize a GLM for a categorical response variable by
the J − 1 equations
r(pi) = F(Zβ),
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where F(η) = (F (η1), . . . , F (ηJ−1))T . In the following, we describe in more detail the
components r, F and Z.
Ratio r of probabilities: The linear predictor η is not directly related to the ex-
pectation pi but to a particular transformation r of the vector pi which we call the ra-
tio. In the following we will consider four particular diffeomorphisms. The adjacent,
sequential and cumulative ratios are respectively defined by rj(pi) = pij/(pij + pij+1),
rj(pi) = pij/(pij + . . .+piJ) and rj(pi) = pi1 + . . .+pij for j = 1, . . . , J − 1. They all include
an order assumption among categories, corresponding to different motivations. On the
other hand the reference ratio, defined by rj(pi) = pij/(pij + piJ) for j = 1, . . . , J − 1, is
devoted to nominal response variables.
Cumulative distribution function F : The logistic and normal cdfs are the sym-
metric cdfs most commonly used, but Laplace and Student cdfs may also be useful. The
Gumbel min and Gumbel max cdfs are the asymmetric cdfs most commonly used. Play-
ing on the symmetrical or asymmetrical character, and the more or less heavy tails, may
markedly improve model fit. In applications, Student distributions are used with small
degrees of freedom.
Design matrix Z: Each linear predictor has the form ηj = αj + x
tδj and the vector
of parameters is β = (α1, . . . , αJ−1, δt1, . . . , δ
t
J−1) ∈ R(J−1)(1+p) where p is the dimension
of the explanatory space X . The model is generally defined without constraint, as this
is the case for the multinomial logit model. However some linear equality constraints,
called contrasts, may be added for instance between different slopes δj. The most com-
mon contrast is the equality of all slopes, as in the odds proportional logit model. The
corresponding constrained space C = {β ∈ R(J−1)(1+p)|δ1 = . . . = δJ−1} may be identified
to R(J−1)+p. Finally the contrast space is represented by a design matrix. For example,
the complete design matrix Zc (without constraint) of dimension (J − 1)× (J − 1)(1 + p)
has the following form
Zc =
1 x
t
. . . . . .
1 xt
 .
The proportional design matrix Zp (common slope) of dimension (J − 1) × (J − 1 + p)
has the following form:
Zp =
1 x
t
. . .
...
1 xt
 .
The triplet (r, F, Z) will play a key role in the following since each GLM for categorical
data will be specified by one of these triplets. Table 1 shows the specification of four
classical models. This specification eases the comparison of GLMs for categorical response
variables. Moreover, it can be used to define an extended set of GLMs for nominal
response variables by (reference, F , Z) triplets, which includes the multinomial logit
model.
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Multinomial logit model
P (Y = j) =
exp(αj + x
T δj)
1 +
∑J−1
k=1 exp(αk + x
T δk)
(reference, logistic, complete)
Odds proportional logit model
log
{
P (Y ≤ j)
1− P (Y ≤ j)
}
= αj + x
T δ (cumulative, logistic, proportional)
Proportional hazard model
(Grouped Cox Model)
− logP (Y > j|Y ≥ j) = exp(αj + xT δ) (sequential, Gumbel min, proportional)
Adjacent logit model
log
{
P (Y = j)
P (Y = j + 1)
}
= αj + x
T δj (adjacent, logistic, complete)
Table 1: (r, F, Z) specification of four classical GLMs for categorical data.
Finally, a single estimation procedure based on Fisher’s scoring algorithm can be
applied to all the GLMs specified by an (r, F, Z) triplet. The score function can be
decomposed into two parts, where the first, unlike the second, depends on the (r, F, Z)
triplet.
∂l
∂β
= Zt
∂F
∂η
∂pi
∂r︸ ︷︷ ︸
(r,F,Z) dependent part
Cov(Y |x)−1 (y − pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(r,F,Z) independent part
. (2)
We only need to evaluate the associated density function values {f(ηj)}j=1,...,J−1 to com-
pute the diagonal Jacobian matrix ∂F/∂η. For details on computation of the Jacobian
matrix ∂pi/∂r for each ratio, see appendix of (Peyhardi et al., 2014).
2.2 Definition of partitioned conditional GLMs
The main idea is to recursively partition the J categories then specify a conditional GLM
at each step. This type of model is therefore referred to as partitioned conditional GLM.
Models of this class have already been proposed, e.g. the nested logit model (McFadden
et al., 1978), the two-step model (Tutz, 1989) and the partitioned conditional model for
partially-ordered set (POS-PCM) (Zhang and Ip, 2012). Our proposal can be seen as
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a generalization of these three models that benefits from the genericity of the (r, F, Z)
specification. In particular, our objective is not only to propose GLMs for partially-
ordered response variables but also to differentiate the role of explanatory variables for
each partitioning step using different design matrices and different explanatory variables.
We are seeking also to formally define the partitioned conditional GLMs for any number of
levels in the hierarchy. Hence we need to introduce definitions and notations for directed
trees.
Definition 1. A directed tree T is said to be a partition tree of {1, . . . , J} if
• {1, . . . , J} is the root of T,
• sibling vertices constitute a non identical partition of their parent node,
• each singleton {j} belongs to T.
In the following, V∗ is the set of non-terminal vertices of T and for each v ∈ V∗,
Ch(v) = {Ωv1, . . . ,ΩvJv} is the set of indexed children of v. The children must be indexed
because the GLMs are not necessarily invariant under permutation of the response cate-
gories (Peyhardi et al., 2014). Children Ωv1, . . . ,Ω
v
Jv
are presented from left to right and
ΩvJv is considered as the reference child by convention. Also, for each vertex v (except the
root), Pa(v) denotes the parent of v and An∗(v) denotes the ancestors set of v except
the root.
Definition 2. Let J ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ k ≤ J − 1. A k-partitioned conditional GLM of
categories {1, . . . , J} (k-PCGLM) is specified by
• a partition tree T of {1, . . . , J} with card(V∗) = k,
• a collection of models C = {(rv, F v, Zv(xv)) | v ∈ V∗} for each conditional
probability vector piv = (piv1 , . . . , pi
v
Jv−1), where pi
v
j = P (Y ∈ Ωvj |Y ∈ v;xv) and xv is
a sub-vector of x associated with vertex v.
With this definition, the probability of each category j is then obtained by
P (Y = j|x) = P (Y = j|Y ∈ Pa(j), xPa(j))
∏
v∈An∗({j})
P (Y ∈ v|Y ∈ Pa(v), xPa(v)),
where P (Y ∈ v|Y ∈ Pa(v), xPa(v)) is described by the GLM of C associated with vertex
Pa(v).
The class of PCGLMs for categorical response variables is the set of k-PCGLMs for
1 ≤ k ≤ J−1. The boundary cases are classical GLMs. For instance for k = 1 (see figure
1 on the left), the root is the only non-terminal vertex of T , thus we have a classical
GLM for categories {1, . . . , J}. For k = J − 1, T is a binary tree and thus C is a
collection of J − 1 GLMs for binary response variables. In this case all the ratios are
the same. Moreover, if depth of T is J − 1 and all vertices v ∈ V∗ share common cdf
F and explanatory variables x, then the (J − 1)-PCGLM is exactly the (sequential, F ,
complete) GLM (see figure 1 on the right).
There are exactly J − 1 independent equations to define a simple GLM for categor-
ical data. As noticed by Zhang and Ip (2012), we must check the identifiability of the
PCGLMs.
5
Figure 1: 1-partition tree and (J − 1)-partition tree.
Proposition 1. Let J ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ k ≤ J − 1. There are exactly J − 1 independent
equations for any k-PCGLM of categories {1, . . . , J}.
Proof. The cardinal of a set v ∈ V is denoted by |v|. For each vertex v ∈ V∗, Mv
denotes the associated GLM and Mv the PCGLM associated with the sub-tree pruned
at vertex v. Finally |M| denotes the number of independent equations of M. Here we
are reasoning recursively on k, the cardinal of V∗.
• Initialisation For k = 1, the 1-PCGLM of categories {1, . . . , J} turns out to be a
simple GLM for categorical data and we obtain the desired result.
• Recursion For k < J − 1, let us assume, considering any subset v of {1, . . . , J},
that all the m-PCGLMs of v, such that m ≤ k, contain exactly |v| − 1 independent
regression equations.
Now, letM be a (k+ 1)-PCGLM of {1, . . . , J}. Noting r the root node, we obtain
the following decomposition:
|M| = |Mr|+
∑
v∈Ch(r)∩V∗
|Mv|
Since the root modelMr is a GLM of the root’s children, then |Mr| = |Ch(r)|− 1.
Since each modelMv is a m-PCGLM of v such that m ≤ k, we can use the recursive
assumption and obtain |Mv| = |v| − 1. Therefore, the number of independent
equations of M is
|M| = |Ch(r)| − 1 +
∑
v∈Ch(r)∩V∗
(|v| − 1)
= |Ch(r)| − 1 +
∑
v∈Ch(r)
(|v| − 1)
= −1 +
∑
v∈Ch(r)
|v|
|M| = J − 1.
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A PCGLM is fully specified by the partition tree T and the associated collection C
of (r, F, Z) models. Thus, we will specify a PCGLM by its graphical representation,
with each non-terminal vertex being labelled by an (r, F, Z) triplet (see figure 10 for
example). In the case of a minimal response model (i.e. without explanatory variables),
the component r and F do not play any role and therefore no label is given.
2.3 Estimation of PCGLMs
Using the partitioned conditional structure of the model, the log-likelihood can be de-
composed as follows
l =
∑
v∈V∗
lv, (3)
where lv represents the log-likelihood of the model Mv.
2.3.1 Concavity of log-likelihood
Concavity of l with respect to β is equivalent to concavity of l with respect to η since
∂2l
∂βt∂β
= Zt
∂2l
∂ηt∂η
Z.
Using (3) it can be remarked that the Hessian matrix ∂2l/∂ηt∂η is a block diagonal matrix
∂2l
∂ηt∂η
= diag
(
∂2lv
∂ηvt∂ηv
)
v∈V∗
.
Concavity of l is thus equivalent to concavity of lv for all v ∈ V∗. Results of concavity
for simple (r, F, Z) models can be used to obtain concavity for several PCGLMs. Here
focus is made on two particular cases:
Binary partition trees In the binomial regression case, the log-likelihood is strictly
concave when logF and log(1 − F ) are strictly concave (Pratt, 1981). Using result of
convex analysis it can be shown for normal, Laplace, Gumbel min and Gumbel max
distribution (Bergstrom and Bagnoli, 2005). Finally, the log-likelihood is strictly concave
for all (J − 1)-PCGLMs (i.e. binary PCGLMs) when logF v and log(1− F v) are strictly
concave for all v ∈ V∗.
Canonical GLMs In the case of a canonical GLM for categorical data - i.e. a (ref-
erence, logistic, Z) model - the log-likelihood is strictly concave because the observed
information and the Fisher’s information matrices are equal. Therefore the log-likelihood
is strictly concave for all PCGLMs defined with a collection of canonical GLMs.
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2.3.2 Fisher’s scoring algorithm
First hypothesis: βv 6= βv′ ∀(v, v′) ∈ V∗ × V∗
Each component lv can be maximised individually since GLMs attached to non-terminal
vertices do not share common regression coefficients. Thus, each (rv, F v, Zv(xv)) model,
corresponding to the sub-dataset {(y, xv)| y ∈ v}, can be estimated separately using the
procedure described in subsection 2.1. The score ∂l/∂β = ∂η/∂β ∂l/∂η has a block
structure, as illustrated considering only the two vertices v and v′

{Zv(xv)}t
{Zv′(xv′)}t


∂lv
∂ηv
∂lv
′
∂ηv′

.
Second hypothesis: ∃v 6= v′ ∈ V∗| βv = βv′
In this case we assume not only that explanatory variables are the same for these two
nodes, but also that |Ch(v)| = |Ch(v′)|. This corresponds to particular models that are
appropriate in very few practical situations. Such a situation is shown in section 5.2.1.
Score computation is almost the same as in the previous case, only the design matrix
has to be changed and is no longer defined as a diagonal block matrix, as illustrated
considering only the two vertices v and v′

{Zv(xv)}t
{Zv(xv)}t


∂lv
∂ηv
∂lv
′
∂ηv′

.
3 PCGLMs for nominal data
3.1 PCGLM specification of the nested logit model
The most well known partitioned conditional model for nominal data is the nested logit
model defined by McFadden et al. (1978) in the framework of individual choice behaviour.
This model was introduced in order to avoid the inconsistency of the independence of
irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property in some situations. Let us illustrate this incon-
sistency using the classical example of blue and red buses (Debreu, 1960). Assume we
are interested in the urban travel demand, with the simple situation of two alternatives:
A = {blue bus, car}. Suppose that the consumer has no preference between the two al-
ternatives; this means that PA(blue bus) = PA(car) = 1/2. Suppose now that the travel
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company adds some red buses and the consumer again has no preference between blue
and red buses; this means that PB(blue bus) = PB(red bus) where B = {blue bus, red
bus, car}. Using the IIA property we obtain
1 =
PA(blue bus)
PA(car)
=
PB(blue bus)
PB(car)
.
Finally we obtain PB(blue bus) = PB(red bus) = PB(car) = 1/3, whereas we expected
the probabilities PB(blue bus) = PB(red bus) = 1/4 and PB(car) = 1/2.
In this example the IIA property is not appropriate because two alternatives are
very similar and also share many characteristics. The nested logit model captures the
similarities between close alternatives by partitioning the choice set into ”nests” (groups).
Thus, the consumer chooses first between bus and car according to price, travel time,
. . . and secondly between the two buses according to preferred color. More generally,
suppose that alternatives can be aggregated according to their similarities; this means
that all alternatives of the same nest Nl share attributes x
l, whereas other alternatives
do not. In the following, the nested logit model is presented with only two levels. Let L
be the number of nests obtained by partitioning the set of J alternatives.
{1, . . . , J} =
L⋃
l=1
Nl.
If j denotes an alternative belonging to the nest Nl, then the probability of alternative j
is decomposed as follows
P (Y = j|x) = P (Y = j|Y ∈ Nl;xl)P (Y ∈ Nl|x0, IV ), (4)
where IV = (IV1, . . . , IVL) denotes the vector of inclusive values described thereafter,
x0 are the attributes which influence only the first choice level between nests and x =
(x0, x1, . . . , xL). Each probability of the product (4) is determined by a multinomial logit
model as follows
P (Y = j|Y ∈ Nl;xl) =
exp(ηlj)∑
k∈Nl
exp(ηlk)
,
and
P (Y ∈ Nl|x0, IV ) = exp(η
0
l + λlIVl)
L∑
k=1
exp(η0k + λkIVk)
,
where
IVl = ln
{∑
k∈Nl
exp(ηlk)
}
.
The deterministic utilities (predictors) ηlj are function of attributes x
l and η0l are function
of attributes x0. In practice they are linear with respect to x. In some situations the
attribute values depend on the alternative. For example, the travel price xj depends
on the J alternatives bus, car, metro, etc. In this case, the conditional logit model was
introduced by McFadden (1974), using the linear predictors ηj = αj+x
t
jδ for j = 1, . . . , J .
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Figure 2: PCGLM specification of the nested logit model.
Because of the inclusive values, the nested logit model must be estimated in two steps.
In the first step the L models of the second level can be estimated separately because the
parameters βl are different in each nest. The inclusive values IVl of each nest can then
be computed and used, in a second step, to estimate the first level model. More precisely,
the parameter β0 of the first level is estimated using the design matrix
Z(x0, IV ) =
 1 x
0t IV1
. . . . . . . . .
1 x0t IVL−1

for a multinomial logit model and the design matrix
Z(x0, IV ) =
 1 x˜
0t
1 IV1
. . .
...
. . .
1 x˜0tL−1 IVL−1

for a conditional logit model, where x˜0l = x
0
l −x0L for l = 1, . . . , L− 1. Finally, the nested
logit model is fully specified by the PCGLM in figure 2.
3.2 PCGLMs for qualitative choices
It has been shown that the nested logit model can be considered as a random utility
model (RUM) if and only if 0 < λl ≤ 1 for l = 1, . . . , L (McFadden et al., 1978). The
particular case of λl = 1 leads to the simple multinomial logit model. If the random
utility maximisation assumption is relaxed, the model becomes more flexible. The case
λl = 0 leads to a particular PCGLM for nominal data with different explanatory variables
for each node. Therefore we propose a flexible PCGLM for qualitative choices (see figure
3), similar to the nested logit model (without IIA property) but which is not a RUM. We
thus avoid difficulties of parameter λl interpretation and estimation. Moreover, different
link functions can be used for each node. The reference ratio must be used because the
data are nominal (Peyhardi et al., 2014) whereas any cdf F can be chosen. The reference
category can also be changed to obtain a better fit (Peyhardi et al., 2014). Finally, a
PCGLM for qualitative choice is specified by
10
• a partition tree T such that the alternatives are aggregated when they share at-
tributes (like for the nested logit model),
• a collection C of reference models.
Figure 3: PCGLM for qualitative choices.
4 PCGLMs for ordinal data
4.1 PCGLM specification of the two-step model
The two-step model, or compound model, was defined by Tutz (1989) in order to decom-
pose the latent mechanism of an ordinal response into two levels. Ordinal-scale response
variables are commonly used in medicine and psychology for instance, to assess a patient’s
condition. This ordinal scale is often built from a coarse and a fine scale.
Figure 4: Two-scale back pain assessment.
For the back pain prognosis dataset described by Doran and Newell (1975), the re-
sponse variable y is the assessment of back pain after three weeks of treatment using the
six ordered categories: worse (1), same (2), slight improvement (3), moderate improve-
ment (4), marked improvement (5), complete relief (6). Categories 3, 4 and 5 can be
aggregated into a general category improvement. Thus, the coarse scale corresponds to
11
the categories: worse, same, improvement, complete relief, and the fine scale corresponds
to the categories: slight improvement, moderate improvement and marked improvement
(see figure 4).
The model can be decomposed into two levels. More precisely, the cumulative (re-
spectively sequential) two-step model is exactly a k-PCGLM (see figure 5) with
• a partition tree T of depth 2 which respects the order assumption,
• a collection of k (cumulative, F0, proportional) models with common cdf F0 (re-
spectively (sequential, F0, proportional)).
Figure 5: PCGLM specification of cumulative and sequential two-step models for the
back pain prognosis example.
The two-step model can be extended in different ways. A partition tree with a depth
of more than two can be used, providing that ordering among categories is conserved.
Furthermore different link functions can be used for each non-terminal node, providing
they are appropriate for ordinal data. The (adjacent, F , Z) models, with F 6= logistic,
can be used (Peyhardi et al., 2014).
4.2 Indistinguishability of response categories
Anderson (1984) introduced the stereotype model derived from the classical multinomial
logit model
P (Y = j|x) = exp(αj + x
tδj)
1 +
∑J−1
k=1 exp(αk + x
tδk)
,
using different parametrizations for the slopes δj. For instance, he defined the one-
dimensional stereotype model using the particular parametrization of slopes
δj = φjδ,
for j = 1, . . . , J − 1, where φj are scalars and δ is a vector.
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4.2.1 Original Anderson’s indistinguishability procedure
Anderson (1984) proposed a testing procedure - useful for ordinal data - to identify
successive categories that can be clearly distinguished by the explanatory variables x.
These categories are said to be indistinguishable with respect to x when the explanatory
variables x do not have significantly different effects on them. He proposed to aggregate
the corresponding successive slope parameters δj and use a deviance test. More precisely
he proposed an iterative procedure to locate the best splits between the categories 1, . . . , J
with respect to x. The minimal number of splits is zero, corresponding to the simple model
without explanatory variable (null hypothesis H0), and the maximal number of splits is
J − 1, corresponding to the classical multinomial logit model with J − 1 different slopes.
The first step is to locate the best partition into two groups of categories. The
hypothesis H(2;r) is then introduced
H(2;r) : δ1 = . . . = δr; δr+1 = . . . = δJ = 0,
for r = 1, . . . , J − 1. Comparing the corresponding log-likelihood values l(2;r) yields the
best splitting point r∗ such that l2 = l(2;r∗) = maxr l(2;r). The hypothesis H(2;r∗) is tested
against H0, using the deviance statistic 2(l2−l0) which follows a χ2p distribution under H0.
Finally, if the splitting point r∗ is accepted, the procedure must be restarted in parallel
for the two groups {1, . . . , r∗} and {r∗ + 1, . . . , J} in order to obtain the best partition
into three groups. For example, the procedure is restarted on group {r∗ + 1, . . . , J} and
the hypothesis H(3;r∗,s) is tested
H(3;r∗,s) : δ1 = . . . = δr∗ ; δr∗+1 = . . . = δs; δs+1 = . . . = δJ = 0.
By comparing the corresponding log-likelihood values of the two procedures in parallel,
we obtain the best second splitting point s∗ (or respectively t∗) such that l3 =(3;r∗,s∗)=
maxs l(3;r∗,s) (respectively l3 =(3;t∗,r∗)= maxt l(3;t,r∗)). The hypothesisH(3;r∗,s∗) (orH(3;t∗,r∗))
is then tested against H(2;r∗), using the deviance statistic 2(l3 − l2) which follows a χ2p
distribution under H(2;r∗).
This is a dichotomous partitioning procedure with at most J(J − 1)/2 different
parametrizations to test. It should be noted that this procedure is simplified for the
one-dimensional stereotype model since the equality between slopes δ1 = . . . = δr be-
comes equality between scalar parameters φ1 = . . . = φr. In practice, only this particular
case of the procedure is used.
4.2.2 Indistinguishability procedure with (r, F, Z) specification
Here we express the indistinguishability procedure in terms of canonical models by simply
changing the design matrix. In fact, the hypothesis H(2;r) corresponds to the canonical
(reference, logistic, Zr) model with
Zr =

1 xt
. . .
...
. . . xt
. . .
1
 ,
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the design matrix with r repetitions of xt, whereas the null hypothesis H0 corresponds to
the (J−1)-identity design matrix. If the first splitting point r∗ is accepted, the procedure
is restarted to test the hypothesis H(3;r∗,s) which corresponds to the (reference, logistic,
Zr∗,s) model with
Zr∗,s =

1 xt
. . .
...
. . . xt
. . . xt
. . .
...
. . . xt
. . .
1

,
the design matrix with r∗ repetitions of xt for the first block and s−r∗ repetitions of xt for
the second block. The indistinguishability procedure, specified in terms of the (r, F, Z)
triplet, can be seen as a design matrix selection procedure.
4.2.3 Indistinguishability procedure with PCGLM specification
Here we express the indistinguishability procedure in terms of PCGLM by simply chang-
ing the partition tree. In fact any canonical (reference, logistic, Z) model with a block
structured design matrix Z is equivalent to a PCGLM of depth 2 with the canonical
(reference, logistic, complete) model for the root and minimal response models for other
non-terminal nodes. Let us describe this result in detail using the block structured design
matrix Zr,s.
Lemma 1. The canonical model (reference, logistic, Zr,s) is equivalent to the PCGLM
specified in figure 6.
Figure 6: PCGLM specification of indistinguishability hypothesis H(3,r,s).
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Proof. Assume that the distribution of Y |X = x is defined by the canonical (reference,
logistic, Zr,s) model. We thus obtain
pij
piJ
=

exp(αj + x
tδ1), 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
exp(αj + x
tδ2), r < j ≤ s,
exp(αj), s < j ≤ J − 1.
(5)
Let T denote the partition tree of figure 6 and Ω1, Ω2 and Ω3 the children of the T’s root.
We thus obtain
piΩ1
piΩ3
=
pi1 + . . .+ pir
pis+1 + . . .+ piJ
.
Using equalities (5), we obtain
piΩ1
piΩ3
=
{∑r
j=1 exp(αj + x
tδ1)
}
piJ{
1 +
∑J−1
j=s+1 exp(αj)
}
piJ
,
and thus
piΩ1
piΩ3
= exp(α′1 + x
tδ′1),
using the following parametrization α
′
1 = log
{ ∑r
j=1 exp(αj)
1 +
∑J−1
j=s+1 exp(αj)
}
,
δ′1 = δ1.
Similarly, we obtain piΩ2/piΩ3 = exp(α
′
2 + x
tδ′2) with the parametrization α
′
2 = log
{ ∑s
j=r+1 exp(αj)
1 +
∑J−1
j=s+1 exp(αj)
}
,
δ′2 = δ2.
Therefore, the root model is exactly the canonical (reference, logistic, complete) model.
We want to ensure that we have a minimal response model for each non-terminal vertex
of the second level. For the non-terminal vertex Ω1 = {1, . . . , r}, we have
pij
pir
=
pij
piJ
piJ
pir
= exp(αj + x
tδ1) exp(−αr − xtδ1) = exp(αj − αr),
for j < r. These r − 1 ratios do not depend on x and therefore correspond exactly to
the minimal response model. Similarly we have pij/pis = exp(αj − αs) for r < j < s and
pij/piJ = exp(αj) for s < j < J . Then, Y |X = x follows exactly the expected PCGLM.
As the parametrization is invertible, we obtain the equivalence.
Using this equivalence, the canonical (reference, logistic, Zr,s) model is easily esti-
mated. In fact, we need to transform the data, aggregating the response categories accord-
ing to the partitioning sets Ω1 = {1, . . . , r}, Ω2 = {r+ 1, . . . , s} and Ω3 = {s+ 1, . . . , J}.
We then simply need to estimate the canonical (reference, logistic, complete) model using
this new dataset (and also the three minimal response models of vertices Ω1, Ω2 and Ω3).
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4.2.4 Extended indistinguishability procedure with PCGLM
The indistinguishability procedure specified with PCGLM can be viewed as a partitioning
procedure. With this form, we see that the procedure uses the ordering assumption to
partition the categories (only successive categories are aggregated) but the root model
does not use the ordering assumption among the groups of categories. The canonical
(reference, logistic, complete) model is appropriate for nominal categories (Peyhardi et al.,
2014). Thus, we can define the same procedure with an ordinal model for the root, such as
an adjacent (without logistic cdf), a cumulative, or a sequential model (Peyhardi et al.,
2014). Some convergence problems of the Fisher’s scoring algorithm may appear for
cumulative models because the constraints ηj(x) < ηj+1(x) are more difficult to check with
a complete design matrix. Thus, we propose to use the indistinguishability procedure with
the (cumulative, logistic, proportional) model to avoid these difficulties. Our procedure is
more comparable to Anderson’s procedure since he used the stereotype logit model which
is often more parsimonious than the multinomial logit model (between proportional and
complete design matrices).
Assume that we apply this procedure and we determine the best root partition for the
vector x of explanatory variables. We can say that categories of the same non-terminal
vertex are indistinguishable with respect to x. But what about indistinguishability with
respect to a subset of x? We therefore propose to select the best subset of x for each
non-terminal node. If this subset is non-empty, the procedure is restarted, otherwise the
procedure is stopped. A final refinement step is then used to select F in each non-terminal
vertex to obtain a better fit. We illustrate this procedure with the back pain prognosis
example in section 6.1.
5 PCGLMs for partially-ordered data
5.1 PCGLM specification of the POS-PCM
In categorical data analysis, the case of nominal and ordinal data has already been investi-
gated in depth while the case of partially-ordered data has been comparatively neglected.
Zhang and Ip (2012) introduced the partitioned conditional model for partially-ordered
set (POS-PCM). The main idea was to recursively partition the J categories in order to
obtain either ordinal or nominal models at each step. Zhang and Ip (2012) then used the
odds proportional logit model for the total order case and the multinomial logit model
for the no order case.
They introduced the partially-ordered set theory into the GLM framework. A partially-
ordered set (poset) (P,) is summarized by an Hasse diagram. The order relation j  k
is represented by an edge between the two vertices (categories) and vertex k is above
vertex j. A chain in a poset (P,) is a totally ordered subset C of P , whereas an an-
tichain is a set A of pairwise incomparable elements. Zhang and Ip defined an algorithm
for categories partitioning which gave the following result:
Property 1. (Zhang and Ip, 2012) A finite poset can always be partitioned into antichains
that are totally weakly ordered.
For any poset (with one component), there exists a partition tree T of depth 2 such
that the siblings of the first level are totally weakly ordered and the siblings of the second
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level are not comparable. The categories are partitioned according to each level of the
Hasse diagram (each level is an antichain). Since the antichains are totally (weakly)
ordered between them, Zhang and Ip proposed using the odds proportional logit model.
Within each antichain, the categories are not comparable, thus they proposed using the
multinomial logit model.
It should be noted that Property 1 holds only if the poset has one component. If there
are two or more components, they must first be partitioned. Since these components are
not comparable, they form an antichain. Thus, a previous level must be added to separate
each component, using the multinomial logit model, and Property 1 must be used for
each component. The depth of the partition tree is exactly 2 if the poset has exactly one
component, otherwise it is 3. Finally, for any poset, Zhang and Ip (2012) proposed to
associate a particular partitioned conditional model. This model is a particular PCGLM
with
• A partition tree T built from the Hasse diagram.
• A collection C which alternates between the ordinal (cumulative, logistic, propor-
tional) model and the nominal (reference, logistic, complete) model.
Figure 7 illustrates this association between a poset (equivalently an Hasse diagram) and
the POS-PCM.
Figure 7: Association between an Hasse diagram and a POS-PCM (specified in the
PCGLM framework).
5.2 Inference of PCGLMs for partially-ordered data
5.2.1 Poset structure and partition tree
Zhang and Ip (2012) used poset structure information to define the POS-PCM. But how
is this poset obtained? It is usual to have a nominal or ordinal response variable, but
what does a partially-ordered variable mean? In fact, every partially-ordered variable Y
can be expressed in terms of elementary ordinal or nominal variables Yi (with at least
one ordinal variable). For example, let Y = (Y1, Y2) be a pair of ordinal variables. Let
a, b, c be the ordered categories of Y1, and 1, 2, 3 be the ordered categories of Y2. The
ordering relationship for Y depends on the relation between Y1 and Y2.
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Y1 and Y2 are not comparable In this case the Cartesian product order is used. Let
y and y′ be two observed responses. The Cartesian product order C is defined by
y C y′ if (y1  y′1 and y2  y′2) .
In this case we can use the Property 1 to obtain the partition tree from the Hasse diagram
in figure 8.
Figure 8: Hasse diagram of Cartesian product order and corresponding partition tree.
Y1 and Y2 are ordered In this case the lexicographic order has to be used. Assume
that Y1  Y2 and let y and y′ be two observed responses. The lexicographic order L is
defined by
y L y′ if (y1  y′1) or (y1 = y′1 and y2  y′2) .
In this case the order among the response categories is total. But a 2-partition tree seems
to be appropriated: with a first level for Y1 and a second level for Y2|Y1 (see figure 9).
The order among latent variables (shown in red) seems to have priority over the order
among categories (shown in blue). A common slope δ can be considered (see section 2.3
for parameter estimation) because the same response variable Y2 is involved in all the
non-terminal vertices of the second level.
5.2.2 Collection of models C
Given a non-terminal vertex v of T, we choose an ordinal model if the children of v are
totally ordered. Otherwise we choose a nominal model. In this way Zhang and Ip (2012)
used the odds proportional logit model in the ordinal case and the multinomial logit
model in the nominal case. More generally, we propose to use the families of cumulative,
sequential and adjacent (without logistic distribution) models for ordinal data and the
family of reference models for nominal data (Peyhardi et al., 2014).
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Figure 9: Hasse diagram of lexicographic order and corresponding partition tree.
6 Applications
6.1 Totally ordered data: back pain prognosis example
Doran and Newell (1975) described a back pain study involving 101 patients. The re-
sponse variable y was the assessment of back pain after three weeks of treatment using the
six ordered categories: worse (1), same (2), slight improvement (3), moderate improve-
ment (4), marked improvement (5), complete relief (6). The three selected explanatory
variables observed at the beginning of the treatment period were x1 = length of previous
attack (1=short, 2=long), x2 = pain change (1=getting better, 2=same, 3=worse) and
x3 = lordosis (1=absent/decreasing, 2=present/increasing).
Here, the response categories are defined by the experimentalist and this ordinal scale
may thus not be the most efficient to describe the back pain prognosis of a patient.
Firstly, we will use the hierarchy among the categories shown in figure 4 and select the
best regression model for it. Secondly, we will select the hierarchy and at the same time
the explanatory variables, using our extended indistinguishability procedure. We will
thus compare the two results and the result obtained by Anderson (1984).
The case of known partition tree T
Here, the partition tree is a priori defined with {worse, same, improvement, complete
relief} at the first level, with improvement being partitioned into {slight improvement,
moderate improvement, marked improvement} at the second level; see figure 4. We must
select the best GLM for the root of T and the non-terminal vertex {slight improvement,
moderate improvement, marked improvement}. For these two vertices we have an ordi-
nal scale, thus the most appropriate ratios are adjacent and cumulative. We chose the
adjacent ratio in order to avoid algorithm difficulties with the complete design matrix,
and the symmetric normal cdf, appropriate for ordinal data (Peyhardi et al., 2014). Since
there were at most K = 3 explanatory variables, we compared all 23 combinations. Com-
plete and proportional design matrices were tested for each combination. The variable
x1 was the only one selected for the two vertices with the complete design matrix. Since
this explanatory variable was categorical, the model was exactly the saturated model.
Therefore all the link functions were equivalent. Finally, the maximised log-likelihood
was l = −161.14 for 10 parameters. This partition tree does not seem to be appropriate
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for the data as only x1 was selected for it, whereas x1, x2, x3 were selected for the canoni-
cal 1-partition tree. More precisely, the simple (cumulative, logistic, proportional) model
had a log-likelihood of −159.045 for 8 parameters, using the three explanatory variables.
The case of unknown partition tree T
We will use this dataset to illustrate the extended indinguishability procedure which
corresponds to a partition tree and variable selection procedure. Since T must respect
category ordering, the space of possible partition trees is reduced. During the procedure,
only the ordinal (cumulative, logistic, proportional) model and the minimal response
model (i.e. without explanatory variable) will be used in the collection C.
First level Note that every PCGLM with only a root proportional model (and minimal
response models for other non-terminal nodes) have exactly the same number of parame-
ters: J − 1 + p = 8. Thus, we simply use the log-likelihood to compare these models. We
begin the procedure with the the simple model M0 = (cumulative, logistic, proportional)
that can be seen as a 1-PCGLM. The corresponding log-likelihood is l0 = −159.046.
Here we are looking for the best splitting point r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for explanatory
variables x1, x2 and x3. Note that model M0 corresponds exactly to the splitting point
r = J − 1 = 5 since all the J − 1 slopes are common in this case. The best model is
obtained for r∗ = 4 with log-likelihood lr∗ = −158.132. Since lr∗ > l0, the splitting point
r∗ is selected. We now look for the best splitting point s ∈ {1, 2, 3} ∪ {5} that gives
three nodes. The best model is obtained for s∗ = 1 with log-likelihood ls∗,r∗ = −155.756.
Since ls∗,r∗ > lr∗ , the second splitting point s
∗ is also selected. As every partitions in
four groups are rejected, the best root partition is {1} ∪ {2, 3, 4} ∪ {5, 6} for explanatory
variables x1, x2,x3.
Second level We now focus on the non-terminal vertices v1 = {2, 3, 4} and v2 = {5, 6}.
We first select the subset of influential explanatory variables for these two nodes, using
again the simple (cumulative, logistic, proportional) model with the Bayesian Information
Criteria (BIC). As previously seen, the different models of collection C can be estimated
separately because the parameters βv are different for each non-terminal vertex v. The
explanatory variable x2 is selected for vertex v1 and no variable is selected for vertex v2.
For vertex v2, the minimal response model has a log-likelihood l
v2 = −28.841. Thus,
we simply focus on vertex v1 and obtain a log-likelihood l
v1
0 = −54.561 with the simple
(cumulative, logistic, proportional) model, using only x2.
We now look for the best splitting point t ∈ {2, 3, 4} of vertex v1 for the explanatory
variable x2. The best model is obtained for t
∗ = 3 with a log-likelihood lv1t∗ = −54.31.
Since lv1t∗ > l
v1
0 , the splitting point t
∗ is selected. This is the last possible partition for the
second level of the partition tree.
Last level and refinement step There is only the vertex v3 = {2, 3} at the third level
with only the explanatory variable x2. Since we have to reduce the set of explanatory
variables, the minimal response model is estimated for this vertex with log-likelihood
lv3 = −21.93. The selection procedure of the partition tree and the explanatory variables
is then stopped. The corresponding log-likelihood is l = −153.418 for 9 parameters, with
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the logistic cdf for each node. We then execute a refinement step by selecting the best
cdf F for each vertex and determine the model M∗ (see figure 10) with log-likelihood
l∗ = −152.727 for 9 parameters.
Figure 10: PCGLM for back pain prognosis.
Looking at the results obtained in the first part, it can be seen that the categories do
not appear to be appropriate for describing back pain. In fact, in the second part, our
results are similar to those of Anderson for the first step of the model: i.e. the partition
{worse}, {same, little imp., moderate imp.}, {slight imp., complete relief} for the three
explanatory variables. He obtained a log-likelihood of −154.39 for 9 parameters. Our
methodology allows us to go a step further and find a separation between {same, little
imp.} and {moderate imp.} according to pain change x2. Looking at the partition tree in
figure 10, we propose a new ordinal scale of four categories: worse = {1}, same = {2, 3},
improvement = {4} and relief = {5, 6}, which seems to be better suited.
6.2 Partially-ordered data: pear tree example
The class of PCGLMs for categorical data is so vast that we need a method to determine
the structure of the model. We first propose to select the partition tree T and then the
collection C of models. We illustrate this methodology using the pear tree example.
Selection of the partition tree T
Axillary production of the pear tree can be decomposed using three binary unobservable
variables Y1, Y2 and Y3. Firstly, the bud either stays in the latent state or becomes a
branch (Y1 ∈ {latent bud, branching}). If branching occurs, then Y2 denotes the branch
elongation (Y2 ∈ {short, long}) and Y3 denotes the spiny character of the branch (Y3 ∈
{unspiny, spiny}). The variables Y2 and Y3 are clearly conditioned with respect to Y1
because if we have a latent bud, axillary production is over. We chose to use the order
relationship to build a partition tree. The variables Y1 and Y2 are naturally ordinal,
whereas it is not manifest for Y3. Using the Cartesian product order among (Y1, Y2, Y3)
we obtain a partial order among Y . Depending on whether Y3 is considered as a nominal
or an ordinal variable, we obtain two posets structure and thus two Hasse diagrams D1
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and D2 (see figure 11). Using Property 1 described by Zhang and Ip (2012), we obtain
two corresponding partition trees T1 and T2 (see figure 12).
Figure 11: Two Hasse diagrams D1 and D2 for the response categories of the pear tree
example.
Figure 12: Two partition trees T1 and T2 for the response categories of the pear tree
example.
We now need to select the best partition tree. ”It should be noted that the assump-
tion of a logit model on both levels yields a model that is not equivalent to a one-step
logit model” (Tutz, 2012). Therefore, we compare these two partition trees with the
simple 1-partition tree T0. For now, we simply want to compare the different partitioned
conditional structure without modelling assumption for each non-terminal node. We
therefore use the canonical (reference, logistic, complete) model for the three partition
trees since this model is invariant under all permutation (Peyhardi et al., 2014). Thus it
is not necessary to test different permuted partition trees. Moreover, the log-likelihood is
globally concave for all canonical models and thus we avoid algorithm convergence difficul-
ties. Finally, the three models Mi, corresponding to each partition tree Ti (i = 0, 1, 2),
have exactly the same number of parameters ((J − 1)(1 + p) = 12), thus we can use
the log-likelihood as criteria. We obtain respectively l0 = −2087.42, l1 = −2083.20,
l2 = −2089.61 , selecting T1 as the best partition tree.
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Selection of the models collection C
As the partition tree is fixed (T = T1), we must select one model for each non-terminal
vertex of T. We first select the explanatory variables for each non-terminal node, using
BIC. For each explanatory variable xk, we estimate the model with xk (using the complete
design) or without. Thus, we must test 2K models for each non-terminal node, where K
is the number of explanatory variables. In our example, K = 2, thus all combinations
are tested, again using the canonical (reference, logistic, complete) model for the same
reasons as previously. The 22 = 4 combinations are: no effect (∅), effect of the first
variable (x1), effect of the second variable (x2) and effect of both variables (x1, x2). As
the parameters βv for each vertex v ∈ V∗ are different, the collection models can be
estimated separately. BIC values for the root vertex are respectively: BIC∅ = −1497.79,
BICx1 = −1339.45, BICx2 = −1449.22 and BICx1,x2 = −1329.97. Thus, for the root node,
x1 and x2 are selected but we note that internode length (x1) is more important than
distance to growth unit end (x2) when distinguishing between latent bud (y = l), short
shoot (y ∈ {u, s}) and long shoot (y ∈ {U, S}). Following the same approach, only x2 is
selected for the two others GLMs of the collection. This means that the transformation
into spine is influenced by growth unit end, and not by the internode length.
We must now select the (r, F, Z) model for each non-terminal vertex of T. First, we
select the ratio, using the order relationship among the partition tree T. The siblings
of the first level are totally (weakly)-ordered, thus we must use an adjacent, cumulative
or sequential ratio. Axillary production is well represented by a sequential mechanism,
and therefore we use the sequential ratio. The complete design matrix is preferred to the
proportional design matrix using BIC. Finally, we select the best cdf F in a refinement
step. For the second level of T, the siblings are not comparable. We could use the
reference ratio, but there are only two siblings for each node, thus all the ratios are
equivalent. In fact, in the Bernoulli situation, given the vector of explanatory variable
x, a GLM is fully specified by the cdf F only. After selecting the cdf F for the two
last non-terminal nodes, we obtain the model M∗ (summarized in figure 13) with BIC
value: BIC∗ = −2109.58. Finally, the selected model M∗ has a better log-likelihood than
the classical multinomial logit model (l∗ = −2072.19 versus l0 = −2087.42) with fewer
parameters (10 versus 12).
Figure 13: PCGLM for pear tree data.
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We also obtain a better interpretation with this model. The axillary production of
the pear tree can be decomposed into two levels. Production first follows a sequential
mechanism, choosing between latent bud, short shoot and long shoot, which is strongly
influenced by internode length (the longer the internode, the longer the axillary branch-
ing). The axillary shoot then differentiates into unspiny or stays spiny shoot depending
on distance to growth unit end.
7 Discussion
PCGLMs constitute a flexible and interpretable framework for analysing categorical data.
Explanatory variables can be selected at each non-terminal node. An explanatory variable
may thus have an effect on one partition of categories, not on another. It should be borne
in mind that the non effect of a variable is as interesting as the effect. PCGLMs are
thus more parsimonious than simple GLMs. Regarding other regression models, various
variable selection procedures can be applied to PCGLMs. Because of the small number
of explanatory variables (K = 2, 3), we used BIC and tested all the combinations in
our examples. With a higher number of explanatory variables, methods to reduce of
the predictor space, or regularization methods, should be used (Tutz, 2012). Moreover,
the decomposition into several steps makes the interpretation easier, using a sequential
latent mechanism approach, and also leads to a better fit. If the underlying sequential
process can be interpreted as conditioning of latent variables (Y2|Y1 ∈ v and Y2|Y1 ∈ v′),
a common effect on two vertices (βv = βv
′
) can be considered.
Except in this last case, PCGLMs can be easily estimated. After rearranging the
data by partitioning and conditioning, classical algorithms can be applied for each data
subset. For the simplest and most common case βv 6= βv′ , the different algorithms may
be parallelized and running time is thus reduced. Moreover, a canonical GLM with a
block structured design matrix can be written as a PCGLM with simple design matrices
(see lemma 1) that is easier to estimate.
An important issue with PCGLMs is selecting the partition tree. The tree may
be determined a priori, as in classical approaches. The two-step model, for instance,
relies on an a priori known hierarchy among ordered categories. The nested logit model
aggregates categories that are similar (i.e. influenced by the same variables). Finally,
a POS-PCM associates a partition tree to an Hasse diagram (poset). But defining this
poset from the corresponding latent process is not an easy task. In most applications
the partition tree is not a priori known and should thus be selected. The proposed
approach for selecting the partition tree and the variables could be used in the supervised
classification context with ordered classes. The indistinguishability procedure selects the
best splitting between categories, starting from the entire set {1, . . . , J}. Alternatively,
we may aggregate adjacent categories, starting from singletons {j}.
Finally, caution should be exercised to penalize log-likelihood. Let us consider the
context of BIC penalization. The total number of observations n should a priori be used.
But if an explanatory variable influences a non terminal vertex v associated with a small
proportion of the observations (nv  n), should we incorporate a term related to nv in
the penalty?
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